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Abstract

Thecla appears in the apocryphal Acts of Paul. Like many other women in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, her story involves an apostle, Christian conversion, turmoil, and heroism. While the Acts of Paul and Thecla shares all these elements with other Apocryphal Acts, Thecla’s story has an unquestionable reputation and fame that others do not. Thecla attracted much more attention than
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any other woman in the Apocryphal Acts. Church fathers and other ancient authors gave her a place in their works which has triggered intense interest from modern scholarship. This article will investigate the reason for Thecla’s fame, focusing particularly on the elements of her relationship with Paul which earned the story’s distinct character.
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Introduction

The Acts of Paul and Thecla (APTh)\(^1\) is about a woman who converts to Christianity after meeting the apostle\(^2\) Paul (d. 64 or 67). APTh is part of the Acts of Paul (AP), however, it has become known as a separate story over time. It is certainly not the only story involving a woman in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles (AAA). There are other stories which mention converted women and their relationships with the apostles. Even though these stories have different characters and features, their main theme is almost

---

\(^1\) Thecla’s renown warrants her name being in the title of the story, but APTh is technically still a section of AP and is dealt with as such in much of the scholarly literature dealt with in this article. Therefore, references will be given as AP (e.g. AP.3.21).

\(^2\) For scholars in certain contexts there is a debate over whether the designation “apostle” ought to be applied to Paul, but we will use it because this is how he is presented in the Apocryphal Acts and how he self-identifies in his letters in the New Testament. See full discussion of this issue in the classic works by James D. G. Dunn, The Theology of the Apostle Paul (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998); Elizabeth A. Castelli, Imitating Paul: A Discourse of Power (Westminster: John Knox Press, 1991).
the same. \textit{APTh} seems to have attracted more attention from both ancient and modern audiences than the others, and this article will focus on the reason for its distinctness. We will first offer a short summary of \textit{APTh} before overviewing its reception among ancient authors and modern scholars to contextualise its evaluation and demonstrate the extent of its fame. The roles of women in the AAA will then be discussed to provide a comparative background, before \textit{APTh} is examined from the respective perspectives of Paul and Thecla.

\textit{APTh} begins with Paul entering Iconium, having come from Antioch with his companions Demas and Hermogenes. Paul stays in Onesiphorus's house and preaches there. Although Onesiphorus shows great hospitality, Paul's companions grow jealous towards their host. Meanwhile, their neighbour Thecla, a beautiful woman betrothed to a man named Thamyris, hears Paul's words about the virginal life and is fascinated by them. She sits near the window and does not leave, even to eat or drink, for days.

When she declares her decision to convert to Christian celibacy her mother, Theocleia and her fiancé object. When Theocleia fails to dissuade Thecla, she asks Thamyris to speak to her, but his efforts do not succeed either. Consequently, Thamyris becomes hostile towards Paul and decides to complain about him to the proconsul. Moreover, Paul's traitor companions, Demas and Hermogenes agree to help him. Paul is put on trial for leading wives astray and dissuading maidens from marriage through his teachings. Though Paul is imprisoned while on trial, this does not keep Thecla from visiting him; she bribes the prison guard to see him. Her faith intensifies when she sees that Paul is fearless. Thecla is loyal to Paul regardless of his condition. However, Thamyris learns about her visits and becomes even more furious when he sees that Thecla is emotionally attached to Paul. When Thecla is asked during the trial why she would not marry Thamyris she does not answer and continues to visit the prison. This upsets Theocleia so much that she wants her own daughter to be burned in the arena as a warning to all women taught by Paul. Subsequently, the proconsul decrees Thecla to be burned and Paul to be driven out of the city. Paul leaves the scene when Thecla's punishment is enacted. A great fire is prepared to burn Thecla, but a sudden storm of rain and hail extinguish the fire. Thecla is saved despite many people dying in the storm. Thecla then searches for Paul and finds him fasting and pra-
ying for her with the family of Onesiphorus. She asks to accompany Paul wherever he goes, dressed in a man’s attire, but he refuses her and does not accept her desire to be baptised, stating that she should be patient.

Paul and Thecla then go to Antioch together. As they enter the city a local officer named Alexander falls in love with Thecla. When Paul says that he has no connection with her, Alexander harasses her. Paul disappears from the scene again leaving Thecla alone to defend herself. Because she fights back against the officer, he brings her before the governor who then condemns her to the beasts. However, before the punishment takes place, a kinswoman to the king, queen Tryphaena, asks to have Thecla as a guest. The queen comes to love her as much as her own deceased daughter, and is saddened by the judgement against her. When Thecla comes up against the beasts, miraculously a lioness comes and lies down at her feet, licking them. The lioness fights with the other beasts to protect Thecla until it is killed itself by a lion. Thecla then decides to baptise herself since Paul would not do so, and she does this in a pool filled with seals. However, once again a miraculous event sees a bolt of lightning kill the seals. Finally, Thecla is rescued from bulls that she is then tied to, and the governor releases her. She dresses like a man and departs from Antioch with young men and maidservants to find Paul. They find him in Myra, but when they meet Thecla states that she wants to return to Iconium, and Paul gives her permission to teach the word of God there.

**Ancient and Modern Approaches to APTh**

Thecla’s ordeal proves extremely interesting even with a cursory reading. If we are to prove that there is a reason for her distinct reputation among the women from AAA, we must first establish the interest that APTh has received. APTh formed part of the 2nd century AP and is attested first by Tertullian (d. 220) in his work *On Baptism*. According to Tertullian, the text was written by an Asian presbyter to legitimise women teaching and baptising:

“But if the writings which wrongly go under Paul’s name, claim Thecla’s example as a licence for women’s teaching and baptizing, let them know that, in Asia, the presbyter who composed that writing, as if he were augmenting Paul’s fame from own his store,
after being convicted, and confessing that he had done it from love of Paul, was removed from his office.”

The first-ever introduction to Thecla was admittedly rather dismissive. Tertullian discredited the author and the work because the features he considered as its main themes—Thecla teaching and baptising—were in direct contradiction to his beliefs. Tertullian classified the text as a forgery, stating that Paul, who thinks women should “be silent” in church and “consult their husbands at home”, would not grant them such power. Nonetheless, the doubts about the story’s historical credibility and origin did not deter ancient audiences from taking it seriously. It is stated that although the story was declared a counterfeit it is surprising that Thecla was considered a saint for a long time. Ambrose (d. 397), bishop of Milan, not only mentioned Thecla in his letters with great admiration about how lions revered her virginity but also had a new cathedral built in the middle of Milan in Thecla’s name. His contemporary Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395) also stresses that Thecla was famous for her virginity, so much so that his sister Macrina was secretly named Thecla after her mother saw an apparition during childbirth telling her to name the child as such, in the hopes that Macrina would share “the same choice of life” as her namesake. Thecla’s virginity was not only praise worthy but exemplary, and her heroism was also of great importance for the church fathers. Gregory of Nazianzus (d. 390) listed her among those who fought for Christ. In one manner or another, Thecla was used by the church fathers as the model for female asceticism. Despite Tertullian’s claim that the story lacked a credible foundation it is clear that as

8 Gregory of Nyssa, “The Life of Macrina”, trans. Anna Silvas, Macrina the Younger, Philosopher of God (Turnhout: Brepols Publishers, 2008), (3.2 [GNO, 372.16–373.3]).
9 Hayne, “Thecla and the Church Fathers”, 213.
an exemplar Thecla was popular among authors as early as the 4th c.

By the 5th c. Thecla’s cult was highly revered in Seleukeia, where she was reported to have died after going to Iconium.\footnote{AP.3.42. English translation of the text is from James K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament: A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an English Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).} The Panegyric to Thecla, composed by Pseudo-Chrysostom, originated from the same area. This sermon thought to be intended for women,\footnote{Dennis R. MacDonald - Andrew D. Scrimgeour, “Pseudo-Chrysostom’s Panegyric to Thecla: The Heroine of the ‘Acts of Paul’ in Homily and Art”, Semeia 38/ (1986), 152-153.} focuses on Thecla’s heroic acts, virginity and martyrdom to exemplify her devotion to the church. As a work historically and geographically related to the Panegyric, the Life and Miracles of Thecla, attributed to Pseudo-Basil, proves to be the most comprehensive of all after the original APTh, but as a result of being translated fully into English only recently\footnote{Linda Ann Honey, Thekla: Text and Context with a First English Translation of the “Miracles” (Calgary: University of Calgary, Ph.D. Dissertation, 2011).} it went unnoticed by modern scholarship for many years. The first section, the Life, paraphrases the original tale in its entirety but ends with Thecla living on for many more years; the Miracles discusses her miraculous deeds during this time.\footnote{Alice-Mary Talbot - Scott Fitzgerald Johnson, Miracle Tales from Byzantium (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2012), x-xii.} In the 6th c. Severus of Antioch (d. 538) described Thecla as a “heroic martyr” at the beginning of a homily devoted to her. He used praising Thecla as a medium to honour the church: “The Church is the society or assembly of those who believe in Christ; they are united in her as the members of a body in the body, making her a perfect body, which is beautiful, powerful and immense.”\footnote{Monika Pesthy, “Thecla Among the Fathers of the Church”, The Apocryphal Acts of Paul and Thecla, ed. Jan N. Bremmer (Kampen: Kok Pharos Publishing House, 1996), 172.} The author of the Pseudo-Titus Epistle, in the 8th c. mentions the importance of celibacy through the example of Paul resisting Thecla’s request to kiss his chains, even though her faith is pure.\footnote{Titus, “The Pseudo-Titus Epistle”, trans. R. McI Wilson, New Testament Apocrypha, Vol. 2: Writings Relating to the Apostles Apocalypses and Related Subjects, ed. Wilhelm Schneemelcher (Cambridge; Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox Press, 2003), 62.} Perhaps one of the most interesting mentions of Thecla, however, appears in a 15th c. work
called the Epistle of Pelagia. Despite its name, the text is in fact a narrative in which Paul travels for his missions, and a king’s daughter, Pelagia, wants to abandon her husband for a celibate life with Paul. The king then imprisons Paul and tells him that “he will pay for what he has done to Thecla.”\(^\text{17}\) The king seemingly objected to Paul convincing Thecla as he had done Pelagia.\(^\text{18}\)

Tertullian’s efforts to discredit the APTh and its author seems to have faded permanently among ancient writers in subsequent eras. The determination which the ancient authors displayed in praising Thecla suggests that she was extremely famous among the church fathers through the centuries. Although their focus is centred on different elements of APTh, modern writers have shown great interest in the story as well.\(^\text{19}\)

Perhaps the most discussed aspect of the APTh in modern scholarship is its origin, which revolves around the theory of oral legends common before story was written. It is mentioned that there were other stories, other oral legends, which had similar themes to the APTh, inspired the presbyter, and were widespread prior to or contemporary with it.\(^\text{20}\) Scholars think there is enough “internal and external evidence” to justify this claim,\(^\text{21}\) such as “Tertullian’s reference to those who told it to legitimate the ministries of women”,\(^\text{22}\) and APTh corresponding with the “laws of folk narrative.”\(^\text{23}\) Since the Asian presbyter is the creator of the Thecla story, according to MacDonald the main clue to the story’s origin is the storytellers, who he suggests might be women: “If we are correct in claiming that the author of the AP took these legends from oral tradition, the sensitivity to women might well be attributed to female storytellers. In fact,

\(^{17}\) Translation is based on Edgar J. Goodspeed, “The Epistle of Pelagia”, The American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 20/2 (1904), 107.
\(^{18}\) There are other church fathers and ancient authors who use Thecla in their work but the abovementioned examples must suffice due to space constraints.
\(^{19}\) Our intention is not to debate these arguments in detail but rather lay out the modern scholarship on the APTh.
\(^{22}\) MacDonald, The Legend and The Apostle, 19.
we have strong external and internal evidence suggesting that women did indeed tell these stories.”

The external evidence mentioned is again mostly Tertullian; he knew that these stories were told to legitimise women teaching and baptising. If there is a claim about justifying or defending women’s rights, it is often assumed outright that this claim belonged to a woman. MacDonald strengthens his claim by referring to the female pattern in the story. The location of the storytellers constitutes another element supporting MacDonald’s case for the storytellers being women. There is no doubt that these storytellers lived in Asia Minor. According to MacDonald, this area created a convenient environment for this kind of story about women’s ministries becoming widespread. In addition to Thecla being venerated as a local saint in central south Asia as late as the 6th c. MacDonald states that “…women exercised more leadership on that subcontinent than anywhere else in the early church.”

The historicity of the APTh has also been discussed by scholars. Ramsay claims that customs relating to trials in antiquity, the methods of punishment, the titles used for civil officers, and even the species of animals used to punish Thecla correlate with the era of the story. It is believed that even if the events did not happen precisely as narrated, the characters were real and we should hold that the story is historical, at least in part; Thecla and Tyrphaena were real people. This position of course does not remain unchallenged. After examination of the story’s historical and doctrinal elements Boughton proposes that the events in the APTh do not correspond to the apostolic age and therefore cannot be accurate. She states that even if the story originated from storytellers there is not enough evidence to suggest that they were familiar with apostolic writings.

24 MacDonald, The Legend and The Apostle, 35.
25 We will discuss this issue later.
26 MacDonald, The Legend and The Apostle, 37.
28 Ramsay, The Church, 384, 388.
30 Boughton, “From Pious Legend to Feminist Fantasy”, 375.
While ancient authors viewed the APTh’s portrayal of Thecla as an example for their female audiences, modern writers have approached the text with different concerns, and from a variety of angles.32 To reinforce our claim for the story’s fame, a search for “Thecla” within the NASSCAL (North American Society for the Study of Christian Apocryphal Literature) website33 produces more results than any other woman in the AAA.

Women’s Roles in the AAA

Other women in the AAA have similar stories to Thecla’s, and so to demonstrate the differences between these texts and the APTh it is necessary to briefly discuss their context. It has been suggested that there is a pattern which repeats itself in every text; “the apostle converts a married man or woman to the worship of Christ, which entails in turn the renunciation of carnal relations.”34 Virginia Burrus has prepared a more detailed formula for these narratives, which she labels “chastity stories”. Before proceeding further, it may be useful to discuss the issue of chastity in the APTh. The theme of chastity is associated with self-control in the narrative. According to Margaret Howe, the Asian presbyter interprets Paul’s teaching about self-control in a different way to biblical texts. The presbyter associated self-control with purity, which means celibacy or virginity in the APTh, whereas it means avoiding illegitimate sexual intercourse in biblical texts. Howe explains this digression by arguing that the Asian presbyter was influenced by other movements.35 Therefore Burrus’ attribution does not precisely reflect the intended meaning in the story, which is complete abstinence rather than having sexual relations in an acceptable framework, such as marriage. Being celibate means avoiding earthly affections to remain pure and proceed in the way of God. As Beate Wehn argues, being celibate,

for both genders, but specifically for women, also means that there would be no one claiming rights over the other. A celibate woman would have control over her body and life. Thus, the encouragement to be celibate not only meant avoiding earthly affections but also being free from orders. Celibate women risked forgoing the associated protection and family that a husband afforded them. Therefore chastity/celibacy symbolises much more than choice over one’s sexual life, and though we will continue to employ Burrus’ terminology, precisely what chastity/celibacy represents in the APTTh should be kept in mind.

Burrus developed her pattern for the chastity stories from Vladimir Propp’s model, which is as follows:

1. Apostle arrives in town.
2. Woman goes to hear apostle preach.
3. Woman vows chastity.
4. Husband attempts to violate vow.
5. Apostle encourages woman.
6. Woman resists husband.
8. Woman visits apostle in prison (encouragement; baptism).
9. Husband/governor attempts to kill apostle.
10. Apostle dies or is rescued (leaves the scene).
11. Husband/governor persecutes woman.
12. Woman is rescued.
13. Woman defeats husband/governor (who may be converted or punished, and never succeeds in persuading the woman).
14. Woman is freed (allowed to remain chaste).

There are thirteen women in the AAA: Maximilla (Acts of Andrew); Cleopatra and Drusiana (Acts of John), Artemilla and Eubula (Acts of Paul) Agrippina, Nicaria, Euphemia, Doris and Xanthippe (Acts of Peter); and the Princess Bride, Mygdonia and Tertia (Acts of

38 Burrus, Chastity as Autonomy, 35.
The pattern can be applied to all the chastity stories in the AAA. Although some of the stories omit particular steps, the majority follow the pattern. Cleopatra’s example presents a different series of events, but her story is best classified as a healing story rather than a chastity story, since she raises her husband from death. All the women in these narratives prevail over hardships and emerge as heroines. The apostle begins the chain of events by preaching, thereby causing the rift between husband and wife. However, it is the women who receive most of the attention. Either their actions or their gender might be understood as lying behind this emphasis.

Converting was for these women a life changing event on multiple levels. Their new Christian faith turned their existing world upside down. The crux of these stories was to represent what can be done with the strength of faith. The women left their families to follow Christ, which meant leaving an established system. “The chastity stories are witnesses of the experiences of second-century eastern Christian women who lived in societies in which women’s roles were clearly defined within the structures of patriarchal marriage and household.” Despite the pressures of societal norms, these women chose to follow a new, radical celibate lifestyle. They were therefore role models for Christian women in their time. Considering their new life above everything else they redefined their relationships with their husbands, to the fury and embarrassment of the latter. The women accepted the repercussions knowing that they were doing nothing wrong in the eyes of God. Sometimes it took time to prove to the husband that this path was a good deed for God, and sometimes they were never able to convince of this. Regardless, the women were not deterred. What is the relevance of gender, then? A man could also convert and leave his former life, yet men’s lives were not constricted by such strictly defined rules. Their existence and worth was not so dominantly defined by their marital status.

40 Burrus, Chastity as Autonomy, 108.
Practically speaking, a man vowing Christian celibacy would not have been considered as having reformed his life to the same radical degree, and his actions would not have been considered sacrificial in the same way.

The issue of gender offers another explanation. The women in these stories possessed remarkable characteristics. For instance, it is often stated that they were very beautiful — e.g. Thecla or Xanthippa — and they are generally from high status families. These stories could have been intended to promote the place of women in Christian society, with the leading women in these narratives constituting powerful exemplars. In our view, this is the reason why the women are the role models in these stories. The female characters had enviable existing social conditions. They were likely to be well-known, admired, and probably occupied a popular position among women. The choices they made were firstly to dedicate their life to the way of Christ, and secondly to remain celibate. They were now separated from their husbands, and able to make decisions about life on their own. Everything that happens to them is a reward for being so sincere in their faith. They witness miraculous events; sometimes they even participate in them and find the strength not to stray from their decision. Moreover, they have the honour of being mentioned respectfully along with the apostles and are all more prestigious than the other men in their stories. These stories were delivered to inspire women. This can be seen clearly in the structure of the narratives, since they all have the same pattern to deliver a common message. Ultimately, these women are role models for early Christian women.

Why Thecla?

If these stories are designed to illustrate an exemplary situation, why has APTh been afforded a different level of attention? In order to understand this distinction both Paul’s and Thecla’s behavioural patterns, as well as their relationship will be analysed.

Paul’s Side of the Story

Burrus’ pattern is successful in establishing steps which can be applied to the chastity stories. When this pattern is applied to the
Thecla story, it needs to be considered against two episodes: Iconium and Antioch. The Iconium episode misses a step in the structural pattern: “the apostle encouraging the woman”. The Antioch episode does not just omit the same step, but rather what happens is quite the opposite. Paul completely fails to support Thecla.

These two places where the same step of the pattern is omitted, indicate a very notable behaviour of Paul towards Thecla. Paul does not encourage Thecla. Moreover, Paul seems to be always indifferent to Thecla. When Thecla first hears Paul’s word, she is amazed. Even though she does not see him in person his speech influences her deeply. “Thecla … was sitting at the window close by and listened day and night to the discourse of virginity, as proclaimed by Paul. And she did not look away from the window, but was led on by faith, rejoicing exceedingly”.

Paul, however, seems to doubt Thecla’s sincerity in the proceeding events. When Thecla’s loyalty to Paul has been revealed she is condemned to be burned and Paul is driven out of the city. After this, Paul immediately vanishes from the scene. Thecla’s attempt to look for him “as a lamb in the wilderness looks around for the shepherd” comes to nothing. She receives help, but not from Paul: “she saw the Lord sitting in the likeness of Paul”.

Thecla survives her punishment without any help from the apostle. Paul did not count on Thecla as she did on him. He does not want Thecla to come with him. When she says that she will cut her hair like a man and follow him everywhere he goes, Paul’s answer is as follows: “Times are evil and you are beautiful. I am afraid lest another temptation come upon you worse than the first and that you do not withstand it but become mad after men.” As Davies explains it, “Paul sees Thecla’s beauty, not her piety.”

Just before they travel to Antioch together, he rejects her wish to be baptised, yet when in another chastity story Artemilla, wife of the governor Hieronymus, asks him for baptism, he i-
Paul is in prison at that time, but leaves the prison to perform Artemilla and then returns. So, Paul does baptise women, but not Thecla. Even after she endures punishment in Iconium Paul still thinks that Thecla is not ready. He tells her “Thecla, be patient; you shall receive the water.” Her ordeal was seemingly not challenging enough for her to prove herself to him.

Paul’s second action which deviates from “the apostle encouraging the woman” step occurs in Antioch. Immediately after they enter the town, a local officer named Alexander “seeing Thecla, became enamoured of her and tried to bribe Paul with gifts and presents. But Paul said, ‘I know not the woman of whom you speak, nor is she mine.’” Paul is not only failing to encourage Thecla, he openly abandons her. Wehn suggests that Paul “might have endangered his own bodily and religious integrity” if he defended Thecla, and might want to avoid what had happened in Iconium. Antioch is a foreign city, and if the authorities found out Thecla was a convert and a follower of Paul, the pair could have been put on trial again and condemned to death. However, ignoring Thecla while he should have been protecting her does not help Paul in the end. The apostle disappears when it is decided that Thecla will be thrown to the beasts.

Paul’s actions are markedly different from the usual pattern. We see a unique pattern forming in the story: Thecla repeatedly searches for Paul, and Paul repeatedly disappears from the scene. In the usual pattern for chastity stories the apostle always encourages the woman, whereas Paul does not even want Thecla to follow him. Despite praying for her when she is condemned to be burned, Paul seems to have little pity for her. The question of why Paul leaves Thecla alone constantly could be answered in many ways. It seems that Paul was more concerned about the problems that Thecla’s ministry could cause than about the positive results it might have. Paul may have had doubts about either Thecla’s piety or her determination, but this is unusual for the common pattern of the chastity stories. The apostle never leaves a woman who converts. He supports her even if he is in prison or condemned to death. He never fears for his or her death, and always tells her to re-

46 AP.3:25.
48 Wehn, “Blessed Are the Bodies of Those Who Are Virgins”, 159.
49 Wehn, “Blessed Are the Bodies of Those Who Are Virgins”, 155.
main steadfast. The apostle is there to encourage the woman and does not abandon her. Paul acts according to the usual pattern in other stories from AAA, where he is supportive and does not fail the female leads. Paul’s attitude towards Thecla is therefore particular to APTh, which in our view is a distinct feature that caused the story to become more well-known than the others. What prompts Paul to behave differently is a cause and effect relationship between him and Thecla. The starting point of this cycle, however, might prove to be more arduous to pinpoint than we anticipate.

Thecla’s Side of the Story

It is now clear that the common structural pattern is omitted in the story. Paul fails to encourage Thecla, and this is unconventional. When Thecla’s side of the story is analysed, we will see a completely new step occurring in the pattern, both in the Iconium and Antioch episodes. Firstly, Thecla searches, follows, and finds Paul.50 When Thecla is condemned to death in Iconium, Paul leaves her. When she is in the arena the Lord appears to her and she is saved miraculously. Thecla does something unusual and unexpected after she is rescued in that she goes to seek Paul. “And she said: ‘I have been saved from the fire and am following Paul.’”51 Normally in chastity stories, if the apostle is not in the scene for any reason, the female character does not chase after him.

When they travel to Antioch together, after the death sentence of Thecla, there is no mention of Paul. Moreover, his disappearance does not wait until her punishment; he vanishes from the scene when Alexander assaults her. “But he [Alexander], being of great power, embraced her in the street. But she would not endure it and looked about for Paul. And she cried out bitterly…”52 Nevertheless, she pursues Paul immediately after she is saved from her punishment. By this point Paul is in another city, Myra, but this does not intimidate Thecla. “And Thecla longed for Paul and sought him, looking in every direction. And she was told that he was in Myra.”53 Thecla is determined to find Paul and this perseverance is met with scepticism by the apostle himself. Instead of appreciating and enco-

50 Burrus, Chastity as Autonomy, 38.
51 AP.3:23.
52 AP.3:26.
53 AP.3:40.
uraging Thecla’s pious behaviour Paul appears intimidated. Thecla’s following of Paul everywhere is rare in chastity stories, and, therefore, is a distinguishing feature. Paul’s distant demeanour towards Thecla has been marked as a differentiating motive of the APh for those who likened the story to Greek romance novels. Whereas their stormy relationship can be viewed as two lovers’ ordeal to reunite despite obstacles it is crucial to remember that they do not unite at the end. This is not because of the grim circumstances but Paul’s reluctance to be with Thecla. Nonetheless, apart from the final scene APh contains the passion element familiar from Greek novels; we see a deep attachment on Thecla’s side even though she is constantly rebutted.

When Paul disappears from the scene, he always leaves something incomplete. In Iconium, Thecla asks for baptism but her request is denied by Paul. After she baptises herself in Antioch she still needs permission from him to teach the word of God. There is also the issue of Thecla’s deep commitment to Paul. Howe views Thecla’s relationship with Paul as a platonic attachment. She states that Thecla had an intense love towards Paul, whereas Paul is much less interested in her. Such an attitude is in accordance with the author’s claim that Paul did not want women in ministry. It can be asserted that the main point of the story is to show the attitude of Paul to women’s roles in the Christian community. The Asian presbyter might have wanted to explain Paul’s view about women in the community or women participating in ministry. According to Howe, however, Paul is the primary element in the story, since he means everything to Thecla. This is why Tertullian says the presbyter wrote the story “augmenting Paul’s fame”, not Thecla’s. Burrus approaches the issue from another angle:

“In literary interpretations which emphasize not the structure of the story itself but rather the context of the story in the larger body of the apocryphal Acts, the apostle is often viewed as the hero of the story; the woman is thereby designated a passive role as

56 Howe, “Interpretations of Paul”, 39.
57 Howe, “Interpretations of Paul”, 40.
58 Howe, “Interpretations of Paul”, 46.
a victim, rather than heroine. A hero who acts on behalf of other victimized characters is known as a “seeker hero” and is contrasted with the “victimized hero” who acts on his or her own behalf.59

Burrows’ classification of Thecla’s role in the story has merit, yet Howe’s attempt to paint Paul as acting with a determined state of mind at the centre of the whole ordeal does make accurately represent him in APTh. Paul’s constant abandonment of Thecla is hardly emphasised, while Thecla’s perseverance is conveyed in detail. She accomplishes many great deeds while Paul just quietly leaves the scene. When she is rescued from the Iconium arena by a storm this is not a miracle she performs herself, yet its very occurrence demonstrates her worth. She personally performs miracles in Antioch, however. When she is faced with the beasts in Antioch a lioness licks her feet and protects her.60 Moreover, Thecla baptises herself, in a pool full of seals no less.61 The baptism story and Thecla’s subsequent teaching, which ancient authors, with the exception of Tertullian, did not emphasise was highly unusual for a woman in the AAA. Even though the apparent lack of interest in these issues among early Christian authors seems to have diverted audience concern elsewhere, they were invested in her strength which enabled all those actions. Again, it amounts to the fact that these actions warrant a hero’s courage. Whatever Thecla encounters surpasses what other women endure in other AAA. However, we can say that in Thecla’s case the “hero” element definitely outweighs that of the “victim”.

It is apparent by now that Paul in APTh is intimidated by the profound attachment and love Thecla feels towards him. If Thecla’s motivation for following Paul was purely spiritual she would have

59 Burrows, Chastity as Autonomy, 42.
60 AP: 3:33.
61 AP: 3:34. Thecla baptises only herself in the story but this does not prevent the arguments about the legitimacy of women teaching and baptising, which is what Tertullian mentions when he talks about the APTh. It would be possible to assert that a major part of the story’s fame originates from the baptism. This is a very significant phenomenon that cannot be overlooked. However, although the baptism attracts attention first from Tertullian and later modern scholarship, ancient authors do not seem to have invested heavily in this element, probably because it was not their intention to highlight this aspect of Thecla’s story and character. On the issue of Thecla’s baptism see Stephen J. Davis, “A ‘Pauline’ Defense of Women’s Right to Baptize? Intertextuality and Apostolic Authority in the Acts of Paul”, Journal of Early Christian Studies 8/3 (2000), 453–459.
stopped chasing him after proving how strong her faith was through her many tests. It is the personal aspect of her affection which scares him. Thecla is portrayed as a resolute character, and this sparked a cycle of abandonment. If it were not for Paul’s constant abdication, however, we would not see how powerful a woman Thecla was. Paul’s actions unwittingly strengthen Thecla every time he left the scene, and she emerges as a triumphant woman. The female pattern which is weaved into the narrative strengthens Thecla’s independence as a woman. Women’s cooperativeness towards Thecla in the APTh is remarkable. In all other AAA, the female character neither receives all their help from women nor all their hostility from men. Even if there are no women who are hostile towards female characters, there are male characters who assist them, especially the apostle. However, Thecla does not receive help from any man, including the apostle. There is only one situation in which a man technically seems to help her, when the governor in Antioch sets her free. Yet, other women think that this is a gift from God rather than an act of the governor. All the characters sympathetic to Thecla or who offer her help are female, apart from Castellius who wept and admired the power that was in Thecla when she was about to be burned. All the characters who hurt her or Paul were men, such as Thecla’s fiancée Thamyris who gave her to the governor, Paul’s companions Demas and Hermogenes, who betrayed Paul and helped Thamyris, and Alexander, who assaulted Thecla. It was “women and virgins” whom Paul was preaching to, and it was Tryphaena, a powerful woman who protected Thecla before her punishment in Antioch. Even the lion which did not hurt Thecla in the arena was female. When Thecla fights with

---

63 AP.3:38.
64 AP.3:22.
65 AP.3:15.
66 AP.3:16.
68 AP.3:7.
70 AP.3:27.
71 AP.3:33.
beasts, women in the arena support her with their cheering. They throw herbs with perfumes so that the animals may sleep and not harm her.\textsuperscript{72}

The features which significantly deviate from the usual pattern helped the \textit{APTh} to gain fame more than any others in the field. Even if the \textit{APTh} fits the general pattern, Paul and Thecla act differently at times from what is expected. Paul does not generally leave people who trust him; Thecla’s actions change his behaviour. Thecla acts rather unusually from the \textit{stereotype} presented in other stories in the \textit{AAA}, but she tries to attune to her situations. Since she does not have Paul around she finds a way to sort herself out. Thecla’s heroism and miracles, much like her baptism, are the by-products of Paul’s abandonment, causing her to act alone. However, even though Paul is the inspiration for Thecla’s single-handed achievements, if it was not for her strong resolve the audience would be left with a story about a helpless young woman. To the contrary, Thecla emerges as the heroine at the end.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Thecla stars alongside Paul in the \textit{APTh} as a woman who converts upon meeting the apostle, just like many others in the \textit{AAA}. Although the outline of the narrative is similar to the rest, we encounter many differences both within the \textit{APTh} and with the traditions revolving around it. Ever since its composition the \textit{APTh} has captivated scholars. Despite Tertullian, the text’s earliest external witness, being extremely critical about the content and origin of the story, in the proceeding centuries authors focused on the motives in the narrative, although selectively, and wrote about Thecla extensively.

A structural pattern has been provided in order to investigate the recurring models in the stories from the \textit{AAA}. After analysing the structural pattern of the stories about women and examining women’s roles in these stories the \textit{APTh} has been analysed in terms of its popularity among other stories in the \textit{AAA}. The relationship between Paul and Thecla emerges as the most significant reason for the story’s distinctiveness. Both characters behave very differently

\textsuperscript{72} \textit{AP.3:35}. 
from the usual pattern in the other stories. As an apostle Paul's attitude is different towards the women in the other stories. Thecla's attitude towards Paul makes him act differently and changes the whole concept of the story. Paul is markedly callous and aloof towards Thecla. The Asian presbyter portrays a very different Paul than the one presented in other writings related to the apostle. Likewise, Thecla acts with a determination and persistence unmatched in the AAA. The flow of the story changes direction often because Paul leaves Thecla constantly, so she has to tackle events on her own. Thecla performing her own baptism, one of the most controversial elements of the story, happens because Paul did not want to baptise her and left her alone. Paul vanishing from the scene and taking no responsibility for Thecla actually places her in the foreground. In our view it was Thecla's attitude towards Paul, her persistence, her baptism, and the fact that she endured the whole ordeal by herself that made the story stand out. Even though Paul's persistent abstinence contributed greatly to Thecla's actions, it was her strength as a woman that handed her a glorious victory at the end.
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